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Hi John
As discussed
Janeen as LLO aLIGO Install Head is reques ng a Class A vacuum bake waiver for 6
stainless blanks to go onto chambers in the LVEA. Jesse is cleaning the blanks now.
He is ready to put them in an air bake oven, at whatever temperature (and for as
long) as you recommend?? The blanks were recently removed from the vacuum
system and le in the LVEA, wrapped in foil. The impetus for the waiver request is
to support the closing up & vacuum pumping of the vertex chambers.
Cheers, Calum (on behalf of LLO)
Cc: Dennis Coyne
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Hi Calum,
Harry found 2 more Class A stainless blanks, so the waiver is only for 6
blanks.
The blanks are b) removed from the vacuum system and left in the LVEA,
wrapped in foil. Harry said that none are contaminated with oils. John
can call Harry if he has any questions on their provenance.
Thank you very much,
Janeen
On 6/20/2013 12:25 PM, Calum Torrie wrote:
> Quick question, are these blanks:
>
> a) new
> b) re‐using ones that were cleaned and baked before that got dirty
> c) other
> d) no history
>
> I will get you decision (verbal) then written asap.
>
> Cheers, Calum
>
>
> On 6/20/2013 9:57 AM, Janeen Romie wrote:
>> Hi Calum
>> As LLO aLIGO Install Head, I'm requesting a Class A vacuum bake
>> waiver for 8 stainless blanks to go onto chambers in the LVEA. Jesse
>> is cleaning the blanks now. He is ready to put them in an air bake
>> oven, at whatever temperature you recommend, asap.
>>
>> The impetus for the waiver request is to support the closing up &
>> vacuum pumping of the DRMI‐involved chambers Friday afternoon or
>> Monday morning. If the air bake is performed this afternoon, and the
>> blanks are installed tomorrow, we will be able to support this
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>> schedule goal.
>>
>> Thank you for your consideration,
>> Janeen
>
>

‐‐
John Worden
Observatory Manager
LIGO Hanford Observatory
P.O. Box 159
Richland, WA 99352

Office: (509) 372‐8136
Fax:
(509) 372‐8137
worden_j@ligo‐wa.caltech.edu
www.ligo‐wa.caltech.edu

Shipping address:
LIGO Hanford Observatory
127124 N Rt 10
Richland, WA 99354
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